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UNIVERSIDAD PILOTO DE COLOMBIA
Ref.: Usage release of literary works
I (we)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________,
identified as it appears below my signature, as author (co-author) of the presentation, article, conference, or written work of my
(our) academic activity entitled:
_____________________________________________________________________________ ___________________, as well
as the artistic works (diagrams, photographs, and other graphics) therein, authorize Universidad Piloto de Colombia (The
University) to use it and exercise all patrimonial rights over it, according to the terms established in the Law 23 of 1982, Law 44
of 1993, Decisión Andina 351 of 1993, and all other general copyright norms. Such uses are: editing, reproduction, and
distribution, in printed and digital format, the latter by the conversion of the referenced literary work as eBook or electronic
journal, including the possibility of internet distribution; incorporate it to a collection or compilation; make the corresponding
public communications and dissemination of the work by any known or to be known procedure or means, for the promotion of
the literary work; make adaptations, actualizations and translations; include the work in literary repositories, virtual and
traditional libraries, public and private databases, gratuitous and onerous, and through Creative Commons and Open Source
licenses. For all intents and purposes, the University is acting in good faith. Everything notwithstanding, as author(s), I (we)
reserve my (our) rights of intellectual property without any modification or restriction, insofar as according to the applicable
Colombian legislation, the undersigned document is a legal agreement that in no case entails the transfer of title of intellectual
property rights and others related. Likewise, I (we) will maintain the moral rights of the aforementioned work, according to
Article 30 of the Law 23 of 1982. The present release is granted for the maximum legal term starting on the date of its
subscription, in all the countries of the world, and of gratuitous character, as it is necessary for the ends pursued by Universidad
Piloto de Colombia, of which we underscore the dissemination of intellectual production and launching editorial projects with
academic perspective, to contribute to the advancement of culture and of society in every area of the sciences which the
University is related to. As author (s), I (we) manifest that the academic written work object of the present release is original and
that I made it without violating or usurping copyright of third parties. Thus, the work is of my (our) exclusive authorship and I
(we) possess ownership over it. In the occurrence of a claim or action of a third party regarding the copyright of the
aforementioned work, as author (s), I (we) will assume whole responsibility, and I (we) will defend the rights herein released.
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